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WE RECEIVE, 
CREATE & 
TRANSFORM 
GLASS

“Our love for glass and many years of 
experience in designing and realisations 

have naturally resulted in the desire to 
materialise and present our visions in 

unique creations.”

Jan & Ondřej SALANSKY



ABOUT Catalogue 2024  

The Catalogue 2024 showcases a 
selection of artworks created by 
SALANSKY between 2023 and 2024. 
From exclusive installations to individual 
pieces from our collections, each item 
is designed to inspire you. We believe 
in diversity of materials, using them 
to create unique characters within our 
shared spaces.



UNIQUE STORIES 
& RADIANT 
DESIGNS
In 2020 the brothers Jan and Ondřej Salansky launched the SALANSKY studio in 
Liberec, the Czech Republic, nestled in the famous North Bohemian “Crystal Valley”, 
and continued their ten-year collaboration, blurring the boundaries between design, art 
and experimentation.



LIGHTING

Enter a world where light and glass 
merge uniquely.
 
Our lighting collections are unconventional. 
From stunning interior solitaires to 
clusters made of many pieces, each 
creation is crafted with meticulous 
detail and enchantment. We transform 
spaces with creativity, art and expertise, 
ensuring a personalized experience that 
illuminates the environment and the soul.
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UNDERGROUND



Imprints of soil, mineral ores and crust.
All this can be read from the rugged surface of 
the Underground collection, providing us with 
a unique opportunity to uncover the secrets 
hidden beneath our feet. Unexpected shapes 
and structures are brought out into the light.

ROUGH AND
MYSTERIOUS
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yOUR
SOLUTION

Crystal Glass
Clear Glass, Amber, Opal, Sandblasted
Hand Blown Glass
GU10, G9, LED Chip
DIA. 130 X 250, 350, 450 mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS



Table UndeRGROUnd



TUbES | HORIzONTAL



TUbES | HORIzONTAL

A line, a column, a diagonal.
An incision that cuts through the air. 
The materialisation of an imposing 
simplicity imprints an unforgettable 
impression on the interior. Modularity 
in the spirit of minimalism. A statement 
piece that is always in balance with the 
aesthetics of the space.



HORIZOnTal

The Tubes lighting is a horizontally 
decorated tube in sandblasted clear glass 
that can be customized thanks to the 
unique patterns placed around the surface. 
It works well in interiors both individually 
and in a set of several pieces.

Technical Glass
Clear Glass
Sandblasteing / Colouring
LED STRIPS
DIA. 100 X 1200 mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS

beHOldTHE 
lIGHT



TUbES | HORIzONTAL
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Fluffy, rolling clouds have tempted 
us to let our imaginations run wild 
since childhood, to look for shapes 
others can’t see.

ClOUdS
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MATERIAL
COLOR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS



FlUFFyAND 
ClOUdy
Clouds fixtures in hand-blown 
opal glass in a basic set of three 
different sizes not only intimately 
illuminate any space but remain 
a small private inspirational 
skyscape even after dark.



ClOUdON ON 
THE THE Table

Crystal Glass
Crystal Clear, Opal, Sandblasted, Pink
Hand Blown Glass
G9
150 / 250 / 350 mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS



A captivating fusion of timeless 
nature and contemporary design.

These luminous marvels draw inspiration 
from the timeless beauty of age circles found 
within trees, capturing the essence of growth, 

resilience, and the passage of time.

aGe CIRCleS





FlOOR lamp

Each piece embodies a unique 
narrative, weaving together the 
story of nature’s silent wisdom 
and the innovation of modern 

craftsmanship.

THROUGHOUT 
THE aGeS

Crystal Glass
Crystal, Clear, Opal, Sandblasted
Hand Blown Glass
LED STRIPS, G9
450x180 / 700x250 mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS



Atlas will take you on an incredible 
journey into an infinite universe. 
Each light in this series is inspired 
by the planetary moons and their 
unique beauty.

aTlaS



pendanTS

Glass, Metal
Crystal with colors
Hand Blown Glass
E27, GU10, G9
120 / 150 / 200 / 300 mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS

PLANETS ON
YOUR TAbLE
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207 MOONS 
AND PLANETS

are in solar system, but there are 
many more throughout the universe. 
The Atlas light collection is inspired by these 
unexplored worlds that fascinate and move us.

Each light brings a unique spectrum of colour 
and texture that materializes the imagined 

possibilities of other moons.

bYLO NEbYLO bAR / LIbEREC
ATLAS



WE PRODUCE
lamps, sculptures and unique design pieces under the SALANSKY brand. In our work, hand-
blown or technical glass is often mixed with wood, metal or stone, which reflects the rich 
tradition of Czech glassmaking. We operate within local glassworks and workshops, offering 

conceptual studies and managing projects from estimate to installation.



C
O

LL
EC

T
IO

N
S Discover the endless possibilities 

of glass in our curated collections. 
From sculptural marvels to practical 
utilities, each creation invites 
you to uncover layers of elegance 
and sophistication, making every 

moment an artistic expression.



UNDERGROUND

The UNDERGROUND collection is 
original, fun, and mysterious. The 
roughly textured press-blown glass 
stimulates both the gaze and the 
imagination.



xxL VASE
crystal edition



UNDERGROUND
amber edition

VASE L
300X100 MM

Crystal Glass
Clear, Opal, Sandblasted, Amber, 
Hand Blown Glass

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE

WE MAKE 
CUSTOM

TAbLEWARE

*MORE DESIGNS FOR REQUEST



KLONDIKE

Since time immemorial, we have tended 
to fixate on things that are unique, hard to 
find, and rare. These are the treasures of 
our Earth, its mineral wealth. Something 
that can only be acquired by effort and 

found by chance.

Objects in which material beauty merges 
with the immaterial, stimulating the 

imagination.



LIMITED EDITION



KLONDIKE VASES

The KLONDIKE collection is based above all on the charm of 
refined materials.

KLONDIKE is about the joy of discovering – new connections, 
bonds and stories. It is a materialised vision that unites two 
very traditional materials, glass and brass. It brings together 
elements from classic cast chandeliers and velvety white opal 
glass, creating a lively dialogue between these seemingly 
different worlds, which have been meeting in our homes for 

centuries.

SPIRIT OF THE 
GOLD RUSH,

JOY OF 
DISCOVERY



INSTALLATIONS
Experience artisanal craftsmanship in our author-made 
illuminated fixtures. Each piece captivates with creativity 
and innovation, adding warmth, elegance, and magic to any 
space.



Inspired by the graceful descent of helicopter seeds in fall. 
Crafted from crystal-clear glass, each piece captures the 
delicate beauty and transformative whispers of nature. 
Poetic reflections of the autumnal dance, SEEDS invite you 
to immerse yourself in the crystalline embrace of glass, 
suspended in mid-air, waiting to tell the story of a season in 
transition.

SEEDS



SEED SAMPLE

Glass 
Crystal with Amber, Soda
Hand Blown Glass
Downlights GU10 *MORE DESIGNS ON REQUEST

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE



It is like someone stopped time.
The Gems have managed to deform and shatter. Still form part 
of a breathtaking whole. Natural gems are intrinsic to glass 
and their quiet but powerful beauty and qualities inspired the 
Gems glass installation

GEMS



CRYSTAL INSTALLATION
BOCUSE D’OR



TAILOR made
ART

Crystal Glass
On Request
Hand Blown Glass
GU10 Downlights
120-150mm

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS

The hand-blown hollow iridescent drops of 
crystal glass are suspended from segmented 
chains that evoke tiny droplets. A true solitaire 

that will flow serenely through any space.

GEMS IN COLOUR OPTIONS

Amber Navy Blue

BristolGreen Grey

Fuchsia Crystal

*MORE DESIGNS ON REQUEST*MORE COLOURS ON REQUEST



In the ethereal beauty of winter’s embrace, nature unveils its enchanting spectacle. 
Majestic icicles emerge through the serene process of water droplets freezing on rugged rock formations. 
Streaming beams of light pierce through the midnight darkness, casting a mesmerizing glow. 
The fragmented allure of ice floes, seemingly on the verge of melting with each delicate touch.

ICE RODS



COMPOSITIONS FOR 
eVeRy SPACE 

CRYSTAL INSTALLATION
INDIA DESIGN WEEK

Crystal Glass
Crystal Clear, Sandblasted, Colouring
Hand Blown Glass
GU10 Downlights
300 / 500 / 700 / 1000

MATERIAL
COLOUR

TECHNIQUE
LIGHT SOURCE

COMPONENT DIMENSIONS *MORE DESIGNS ON REQUEST
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RHYTHM IN 
EVERY 
STep 

PRIVATE RESIDENCE
DOLÁNKY



b
E

S
PO

K E

Elevate your space with bespoke designs 
reflecting your individuality and style!

Collaborating closely with you, we bring your 
vision to life, ensuring every detail is imbued 
with character, functionality, and timeless 

charm.



SketchIdea Model Production Installation

HAND BLOWN GLASS
MOLTEN GLASS
SCULPTURES
EXPERIMENTS
HIGH QUALITY 
DESIGN
INNOVATIONS

ALMANACH x HOTEL 
VASE COLLECTION / SERIES OF 25 PIECES



MEMORY
CUSTOME MADE SCULPTURE



UNSTOPPAbLE 
DESIRETO CLIMB 
HIGHER

NORTH MUSEUM LIbEREC
CLIMAX PARADISY



PRIVATE COMPANY
TUBES INSTALLATION



INGLASS
WETRUST



 & CO. S.R.O. Ruprechtická 365/55
Liberec 460 01
Czech Republic
EUROPE

+420 724 275 901

INFO@SALANSKY.STUDIO

CONTEMPORARYGLASSSTUDIOSALANSKY.STUDIO
WEB | INSTA | FCBK
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